
I 0 8  SECTIONS. [J. F. I. 

C O M M I T T E E  O N  S C I E N C E  A N D  T H E  ARTS.  

(Abstract of Proceedings of the Stated Meeting held IUednesday, 
December 6, 1916.) 

HALL OF THE I~RANKLIN INSTITUTE, 
PHILADELPHIA, December 6, I916. 

MR. C. E. BONINE in the Chair. 
The following reports were presented for first reading: 

No. 2682.--The Hooven Automatic Typewriter. 
Representatives of the Hooven, Owens, Rentschler Com- 

pany appeared before the Committee and explained the 
operation of the Automatic Typewriter. 

No. 2684.--The Schoop Metal Spraying Process. 
A representative of The Metals Coating Company of 

America appeared before the Committee and showed 
samples of various substances that had been coated by 
this process. 

R. B. OWENS, 
Secretary. 

S E C T I O N S .  

Electrical Section.--A joint meeting of the Section and of the Phila- 
delphia Section of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers was held 
in the Hall of the Institute on Thursday, November 23, 1916, at 8 P.~L 

Mr. Paul Spencer and Mr. H. P. Liversidge presided jointly. 
Dr. John B. Whitehead, Professor of Electrical Engineering, Johns 

Hopkins University, Baltimore, Maryland. delivered a lecture entitled " The 
Electric Strength of Air and Methods of Measuring High Voltage." Electrical 
Engineers are chiefly interested in the air as an insulator. Present theories 
of the electric properties of the air have been developed with experiments at 
low pressure as a basis. Many observations at atmospheric pressure have 
not been completely identified with existing theories. T'ownsend's theory of 
ionization by collision, and its relation to the laws of the electric strength of 
air at atmospheric pressure, as based on recent experiments with alternating 
and continuous potentials, was briefly reviewed in the lecture. Reference was 
also made to present methods of measuring high potentials. Recent experi- 
ments, showing how the electric properties of the air may be used as a 
standard method of measurement of high voltage, were described. 

After a discussion of the paper by Mr. Charles Penrose, Dr. Carl 
Hering, and others, a rising vote of thanks was extended to the speaker aud 
the meeting adjourned. 

T. R. PARRISH, 
A cting-Secretary. 

Section of Fhysics and Chemistry.--A stated meeting of the Section was 
held in the Hall of the Institute on Thursday, December 7, 1916, at 8 o'clock 
P.~l. with Dr. Gellert Alleman in the chair. 



Jan., I917.] ~'~EMBERSHIP NOTES. IO 9 

G. A. Burrell, chemist in charge of the Laboratory for Gas Investigations 
in the Experimental Station of the Bureau of Mines, U. S. Department of 
the Interior delivered an address on " T h e  Extraction of Gasoline from 
Natural Gas." 

The two processes for the extraction of gasoline from natural gas on a 
commercial scale were described: ( I )  The condensation of the gasoline by 
subjection of " casinghead" gas to high pressures and cooling with water at 
atmospheric temperature, and (2) the absorption of gasoline from " dry " gas 
in a prepared petroleum oil, followed by distillation with steam, and recovery 
of the gasoline in the distillate. The history, the underlying physico-chemical 
principles, the essential installations of machinery, the mode  of marketing, 
and the characteristics of the product were outlined for each process. 
Statistics were given concerning the quantity of gasoline extracted from 
natural gas under commercial conditions. The methods for determining the 
gasoline content of a natural gas were described. The lecture was illustrated 
with lantern slides. Af ter  a discussion of the paper, a vote of thanks was 
extended to Mr. Burrell, and the meeting adjourned. 

JOSEeH S. HEPBURN, 
Secretary. 

Mecha~zicaI and Engineering Sec t ion . - -A  joint meeting of the Section and 
the American Society of Mechanical E.ngineers was held in the Hall of the 
Institute on Thursday, December I4, I916, at 8 P.M. 

Mr. George R. Henderson, President of the Section, and Professor 
Fernald presided jointly. 

Mr. Henderson introduced C. C. Thomas, M.E., Professor of Mechanical 
Engineering, Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Maryland, who delivered 
an illustrated lecture entitled: " T h e  Cooling of Water  for Power Plant 
Purposes." 

Professor Thomas briefly reviewed the methods of cooling water and 
made special reference to efficiencies obtained particularly with respect to 
Spray Ponds. He also described a new form of Spray Head and reported 
upon tests made under widely varied conditions. Factors affecting the 
efficiencies in Spray Ponds were discussed. The paper was a report of progress 
rather than a completed investigation. 

After  an interesting discussion a vote of thanks was extended to the 
speaker. Adiourned. 

T. R. PARRISH, 
.q ctin g- S e cr et ary. 

M E M B E R S H I P  N O T E S .  

ELECTIONS TO MEMBERSHIP. 

(Stated Meeting, Board of  Managers, December I.~, I916.) 

RESIDENT. 

~IR. HENRY B. COWAN, District Engineer, The Bell Telephone Company of 
Pennsylvania, and for mail, 502 North 39th Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 

MR. P. T. DASHIELL, Engineer, The United Gas Improvement Company, Broad 
and Arch Streets, Philadelphia, Pa. 


